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PROGRAMS FOR RESPONSIBLE WAGERING.
Commitment
SaratogaBets is committed to responsible wagering. SaratogaBets, through their affiliation with eBet
Technologies, Inc. has partnered with the National Council on Problem Gambling (“NCPG”), which is
a national organization dedicated to addressing the issues of problem and pathological gambling, to
develop a comprehensive responsible gaming program to ensure account holders wager
responsibly.
Responsible Gaming Program
The following outlines Saratogabets’ responsible gaming program initiatives:
Account holders must provide their identity, age and principal place of residence, all of which
is verified through a third party information services company, upon establishing an account;
Account holder must be able to provide proper identification (account number and password
and/or PIN) to ensure only the account holder can access his or her account;
Account holder is provided documentation prominently displaying NCPG’s national toll-free
help line at 1-800-522-4700, which is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Information about the NCPG, compulsive gambling, and the NCPG help line number is also
displayed on www.SaratogaBets.com. Upon calling the help line, the account holder is
routed instantly to the NCPG call center that has responsibility for the caller’s geographic
area. Each NCPG call center has resources specifically tailored to deal with individuals
affected by problem or pathological gambling;
SaratogaBets will permit account holders to self-exclude themselves from SaratogaBets’
operation merely by providing SaratogaBets with a letter requesting such exclusion and
containing a waiver and release. The letter must be completed and executed by the account
holder, and then submitted to the SaratogaBets Business Office or personally at a designated
mutuel window at Saratoga Gaming and Raceway, 342 Jefferson St., Saratoga Springs, New
York. The name of the self-excluded gambler will then be placed on a confidential list of
excluded persons so as to prevent the individual from reopening their account or opening a
new account; and
SaratogaBets reserves the right to refuse to accept wagers from anyone for any reason.
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